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The big buzz of the week was Guy Kawasaki's talk at the SC New Tech Meetup. Guy enchanted more 400+ of us. More below.
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Santa Cruz Tech Beat is your go-to source for all things TECH in Santa Cruz. Visit our website for News, Features, Events, Resources, Jobs, and more:

- Read the news
- See job posts
- Read the feature articles
- Check upcoming events
- See local resources and meetups
- Follow on Facebook
- Follow on Twitter
- Meet our sponsors
- Learn about sponsorship

Feature Articles:

- Santa Cruz turns out for Guy Kawasaki:
  - Guy Kawasaki Enchants Santa Cruz. Read more...
  - Key Takeaways from Guy

UC Santa Cruz
Computer Science
Kawasaki. Read more...

- Slide deck from Guy's presentation. View it...

- Silicon Valley Business Journal: Public policy startup Civinomics wants to hack U.S. politics. Read more...

- Without competitive pressure, fiber can be as slow as copper. Read more...

- "The Locals" showcases six local filmmakers on Thu May 15. Read more...

- Yardarm Technologies develops gun technology to help law enforcement. Read more...

- Guess which local authors made Shareable's Top 16 New Books for Spring? Read more...

- SnapPost celebrates upcoming beta launch. Read more...

Upcoming Events:

- See ALL upcoming events here...
Other news:

- More on Guy from SC Sentinel: Guy Kawasaki enchants 400 at SC New Tech Meetup. Read more...

- Embedding civic engagement into children's education. Read more...

- Portland tells Google we'll get back to you on that. Read more...
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